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The Think Tank 2020 is an initiative of GWG 
Recruitment. The topic for this forum was 
hiring challenges and the recruitment agency 
offering in the Newcastle and Hunter Region.

We gathered a group of Business Owners, 
Senior Managers, Hiring Managers, Human 
Resources Representatives and Internal 
Recruiters across a broad range of 
businesses and services in the Newcastle 
and Hunter Region.

The event was hosted by Seed People 
Consulting who helped in facilitating. We 
hope this is the beginning of an exchange of 
ideas that help shape the future of talent 
sourcing services for the Hunter Region. 

Julie Gearie, CEO & Director

This event marks the start of a series of 
collaborative style workshops to be held with 
local leadership that will deep dive into our 
industry issues, trends and opportunities. 

Our aim is to better understand how 
employers source talent, build teams and 
retain them. We want to truly understand 
participant experiences to identify how 
recruitment agencies can improve their 
offering to meet market and customer needs. 

The following report aims to provide a 
summary and evaluation of the key points 
discussed at the forum along with some 
additional data collected through 
supplementary surveys.

James Grierson, COO & Director

THE
OVERVIEW
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HIRING
EXPERIENCES

Talent Shortage

There are talent shortages for many roles in the local 
region, particularly for specialised roles, so we often see 
the same candidates

Time to Hire

Many hires take between 6 weeks to 3 months and the 
length of the process often doesn’t meet the business 
time constraints

Selling our Region

There’s an increasing need to sell Newcastle as a 
location to candidates from outside the area

Comfortable Candidates

It’s difficult to entice local talent to change jobs and 
many are not willing to move easily

what are the hiring challenges in your experience

Red Tape

There’s a lot of internal paperwork and hurdles to get 
headcount approved and job descriptions agreed

Creative Packages

We constantly need to develop more creative packages 
to attract talent out of major cities - including different 
job titles

Counter Offers

Difficulty with managing counter offers from existing 
employers for high quality candidates

Seeking Perfection

We are tempted to settle for second best as we search 
for the perfect candidate
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HIRING
APPROACH
how do you approach the hiring process

Review History

If someone has left the role - enquire, analyse and reflect on the reasons 
for exit towards finding fixes or solutions before re-hiring

Role Definition

Work to understand the role in terms of what we need and what we know 
works for us and the most appropriate type of resource engagement

Set Expectations

Attempt to estimate the uniqueness of the role and the potential 
timeframes to source suitable talent in the current market conditions

Recruitment Decision

Decide whether engaging a recruitment agency will improve our outcome 
or if we can succeed attempting the recruitment process internally
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LOCAL
MARKET

Talent Limits

The local talent market is at times quite small, especially for more niche 
or specialist roles and you will often see the same candidates appearing

Local Knowledge

A strong understanding of the local market, it’s employers and 
candidates are very important to ensure you can source talent locally

Agency Options

There’s no lack of agencies or agency offerings in the local market and 
employers have a good range of options if needed

Metropolitan Agencies

Most agencies outside the region do not understand the unique 
Newcastle market, lifestyle, salaries and culture

what are your thoughts on the local employment market
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AGENCY
SELECTION

The Relationship 

The expectation that recruiters are experts in their field with extensive 
networks and access to people  

Track Record

When it’s a niche or specialist role you know it’s going to be difficult, 
so an agency will have more reach

Recruitment Consultant

Good recruiters should have a network of talent who are already 
looking for new opportunities or might be ready to move

Trust and Ethics

It’s very important that an agency is trustworthy, doesn’t have a history of 
questionable practices or a reputation for not delivering

what are the factors that influence agency selection
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AGENCY 
BENEFITS

Experts in Hiring

Recruiters are experts in their field, have extensive networks and access 
to large amounts of talent, so they may already know the people we need

Specialist Roles

With a niche or specialist role it’s going to be difficult to find someone, so 
an agency will have more reach given they recruit year round

Active Talent

Good recruiters should know the talent who are exploring new 
opportunities or might be ready to move but won’t likely apply to job ads

Multiple Roles

Recruiting for multiple roles becomes exponentially more difficult, 
especially the workload on top of the hiring managers normal duties

why would you consider engaging a recruitment agency
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CANDIDATE 
EXPERIENCE

Healthy Scepticism

There are lots of average experiences on offer from different agencies 
and you need to be careful who you deal with to ensure you’re looked 
after 

Agency Knowledge

Agencies need a concrete understanding of the role on offer, the 
company and its culture so candidates can evaluate opportunities 
effectively

Timeframes and Feedback

The recruitment process can take longer than you think, good candidates 
can get left in the dark and timely feedback is important for candidates

Employer Relationship

The employer needs to work directly with the candidates throughout the 
process and ensure a proper relationship is formed before hiring 

has your experience as an agency candidate influenced your hiring
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AGENCY
EXPERIENCE

Large Networks

Having very large networks of talent and having a finger on the pulse of 
who’s looking for opportunities

Understanding Culture

Making the effort and taking the time to learn the employer's culture, 
team dynamics and finding the right fit

Market Intel

Insights on market activity, trends and workforce structures along with 
detailed salary packaging advice

Ethical Practices

Increase in honest and ethical practices within the industry combined 
with a longer-term partnership approach

what has been the positive part of your agency experience
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AGENCY
EXPERIENCE

Sales Approach

Constant solicitation, aggressive and hard selling by the industry whilst 
communicating the same industry-wide message about being different 

Unsolicited Resumes

Sending unwanted resumes without permission or discussion with 
employers in the hope of getting lucky

False Promises

Making false promises about the recruitment methodology, knowing 
candidate, timeframes and quality of candidates

Poor Representation

Not taking the time to understand a role and poorly representing the 
employer and the role opportunity to candidates

what has been the negative part of your agency experience
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PLACEMENT
MANAGEMENT

Candidate Check

Check in with the candidate in the early stages of employment support 
on-boarding and seek feedback for the employer

Fixed-Term Support

Follow-up with shorter term engagement candidates to ensure they 
have regular contact and a feedback channel

Employer Placement Check

Speak with the employer at one, three, six and twelve months to 
ensure the candidate is working well

Demonstrate Respect

Always be respectful of the employer/employee relationship by properly 
representing the brand and working transparently in the best interests of 
all parties

what is the agencies role once the candidate has been hired? 
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AGENCY 
GAPS

Reference checking

At least one reference check should be competed prior to a candidate 
being presented or shortlisted for a role

Background Checking

Qualifying a candidate’s work history, qualifications and credentials is 
important to ensure accurate representation and compliance

Candidate Testing

Services such as skills testing for technical roles and psychometric 
profiling would enhance the hiring managers ability to make decisions

Digital Campaigns

Comprehensive digital presence, campaigns and management for each 
role is needed to ensure that opportunities are promoted extensively

what essential services should agencies be including
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AGENCY
ADVICE

Being Informative

Sharing more regular market intel with employers

Creating Flexibility

Offering flexible recruitment options that add value to employers and 
candidates

Sourcing Geographically

Growing network outside of Newcastle to attract talent to the region

Understanding Employers

Taking the time to really understand an employer's business and factors 
that are impacting the industry at the time of recruiting

what should recruitment agencies start doing now
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AGENCY
ADVICE

Spamming Employers

Sending unsolicited candidates and resumes without permission first

Focusing on Numbers

Sending many candidates and focus on quality rather than quantity

Breaking Rules

Leveraging hiring manager relationships that put internal recruitment 
in a perceived position of hindering process

Faking Process

Misleading employers about your process and then delivering a 
completely different experience

what should recruitment agencies stop doing now
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AGENCY
ADVICE

Building Networks

Maintaining a network of quality candidates

Engaging Industry

Engaging in community via meetups and events

Doing Research

Taking time to understand the business talent needs and create 
partnerships

Profiling Candidates

Understanding the candidate in detail

what should recruitment agencies continue doing well
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FUTURE OF 
RECRUITMENT

New Roles

Understanding and offering modern job descriptions and rapidly evolving 
roles to meet candidate and industry expectations

New Technology

Adapting to an increasing range of technology such as job boards, 
recruitment software and artificial intelligence 

Candidate Confidence

Difficulty with sourcing candidates who are well networked, highly 
independent and confident in self-representation

Market Intelligence

Staying on top of the market talent, movements and trends to provide a 
more valued offering when sourcing key talent

main risks or challenges facing recruitment agencies in the next 3-5 years
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Show us where recruitment is 
heading and we’ll be there for you.

Lucinda Mansour - Customer Experience

GWG Recruitment
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